A RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
GROUND-PENETRATING RADAR IS
BEING PUT TO SURPRISING USES –
FROM SURPRISING LOCATIONS
ROB BUCKLEY
EDITOR
robertbuckley@geoconnexion.com
When radar – Radio Detection and
Ranging – was invented during the
1930s and 40s, it was primarily intended
to locate large vehicles, such as ships
and aircraft, during wars. Little did its
inventors suspect it could be used for
vastly different applications – or for
objects under the ground or sea. And in
this issue, we look at some of the novel
applications to which ground-penetrating
radar (GPR) has been put recently.
On page 24, Alexey Dobrovolskiy talks
about how his company accidentally entered
the GPR industry – ironically, to locate a
World War 2 aircraft, albeit one buried under
metres of ice in far-flung Greenland – and
how it has since gone on to use it from UAVs
to detect objects for terrestrial surveying and
bathymetry. He also discusses his company’s
new testing range, designed to work out
just what GPR’s true capabilities might be,
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as well as the capabilities of other sensors.
Meanwhile, on page 31, Peter Leach
discusses best practice when using GPR to
discover lost graves in graveyards, as well
as the pros and cons you need to consider.
Thinking of starting a surveying service that
will search graveyards? You might want
to consult with an archaeologist first.
I hope you enjoy this issue and are
able to use what you learn in your work.

A MATTER OF TRUST
HOW SAFE IS PERSONAL LOCATION DATA?
AN INDUSTRY-LED INITIATIVE MAY WELL
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The degree to which personal data becomes
public or corporate property raises many
questions, not least whether we can trust those
who gather, manipulate, store, use and reuse
it. And how can we be certain its intended
use is inclusive, open, and fair? So, hats off to
Ordnance Survey and the Benchmark team at
Geovation1 which has joined a transatlantic
coalition to kick-start a much-needed debate
about the ethical use of location data.
The Locus Charter with its 10 guiding
principles2 is a major step forward says
Denise McKenzie, Programme Director at
Benchmark: “If we want location technology
to fulfil its potential as an effective tool for
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public good, then it must enjoy a high degree
of public confidence. The Locus Charter
offers an opportunity to enhance ethical
practice in the use of location data, improving
public trust in this powerful technology.”
To ﬁnd out more about the issues raised from
those involved, visit https://vimeo.com/528738906
1 https://benchmarkinitiative.com
2 https://ethicalgeo.org/locus-charter
www.geoconnexion.com
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dams. Satellite Earth observation data offer new solutions to the challenges of managing them (see page 26).
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